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Background: Racial disparities in infant health outcomes are prevalent in the United States. In 2018,
while overall infant mortality rate (IMR, death of an infant before their first birthday) was 5.7 per 1000 live
births, the IMR for Non-Hispanic Black (NHB) infants was nearly double this at 10.8 per 1000 live births.
In Texas, the single leading cause of death for NHB infants is prematurity/low birth weight, while
congenital anomaly is the leading cause for all other racial and ethnic groups. Racial disparities in infant
outcomes are multi-factorial and include disparities in the quality of the delivery hospital. Therefore, this
study seeks to understand if there are racial differences in morbidity and mortality of very-low birth
weight (VLBW, <1500g birthweight) infants taken care of at a large academic medical center in Texas.
Materials/Methods: A retrospective, cross-sectional, cohort study was performed to analyze Vermont
Oxford Network data from VLBW infants, with self-reported maternal racial and ethnic information,
without major congenital anomalies, and admitted to the Texas Children’s Hospital (TCH) Neonatal
Intensive Care Unit (NICU) from January 1, 2016-December 31, 2020. The primary outcome was
mortality prior to hospital discharge compared between racial and ethnic groups. Secondary outcomes
included common VLBW morbidities which were categorized into early and late outcomes. Logistic and
linear regression analyses were used to compare race categories for binary and quantitative outcomes,
respectively, after controlling for maternal and patient characteristics that differed significantly.
Results: 1,116 subjects met inclusion criteria. Hispanic (HA) mothers had more extreme pre-term
deliveries. NHB mother had higher rates of hypertension. Non-Hispanic Asian (NHA) mothers had higher
rates of gestational diabetes while Non- Hispanic white (NHW) mothers had higher rates of multiple
gestation. Death before discharge was highest for the Hispanic ethnic group, and second highest in NHB
infants (p = 0.017). However, after multivariable analysis, there was not a significant difference in
mortality between groups (p=0.139). Early and late adverse outcomes are detailed in Table 1.
Conclusions: When controlling for differences in patient and maternal characteristics, there is no racial
or ethnic difference in VLBW infant mortality at a single academic center in Texas. NHW infants had
higher rates of BPD and severe ROP.
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